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Swing state polls fox news

Rick Newman of Yahoo Finance joins the Yahoo Finance Live panel to discuss the 2020 presidential election and the impact swing states can have on results. Video transcriptRICK NEWMAN: Right, but, you know, there are demographic changes. People move. You know, some people get older, some
people get younger. And then it depends on what the main problems are for people. So Arizona, you just mentioned it. It used to be pretty red. It's a swing state, for sure this year. In fact, there are many reasons to think that Joe Biden could win that state. Florida is obviously one that everyone will look at,
probably one of the most difficult states to predict. And there are some polls saying that Biden has an advantage beyond the margin of error in Florida. But other research says it's too close. So those are the things we're going to look at. Just to give you... give people an update on where things are, we're
starting to get some final prediction today of some of the clothes that make these types of predictions. The University of Virginia's Center for Politics is a well-seen predictor. His final prediction is that Joe Biden will win, with 321 electoral votes against 217 votes for Donald Trump. It will be a convincing
victory. That doesn't mean we'll know the results tomorrow night or until Wednesday morning. But that gives you an idea of how the data seems to be falling the day before Election Day. And Rick, I mean, obviously, Florida always gets a lot of attention here, but it's not the only key state that's going to be
important on election night. Many of these usually do, voting very closely now. Which ones are you keeping an eye on for being the key determinant of who's going to win? RICK NEWMAN: He actually comes back to Florida for a couple of reasons. First, Florida reports very quickly. So let's get a pretty
clear idea of trends in Florida. Maybe not a result, but a good idea which side you're going on. Pennsylvania is what many forecasters say is the state's tipping point this time. This is the state that can get one candidate or another for 270 electoral votes. Ohio used to be considered the national bellwether.
As was Ohio, so was the nation, but that doesn't seem to be the case any more. It turned a little red. And it looks like Trump will probably win there by maybe three percentage points. And then, when you go to the upper Midwest, it would take a bigger real surprise than in 2016 for those states to break for
Trump this time. It looks like Michigan and Wisconsin very important states along with Minnesota. Looks like Joe Biden has a good enough track there that he'll probably get those. And then another, Iowa, a few weeks ago, looked like Iowa, which was also generally red, was possibly within Joe Biden's
reach. But now it looks like it's breaking for Trump for just a few late points in action here. We can talk about Texas if you want, but Texas will be a little closer than before, but it will probably still go to Trump.AKIKO FUJITA: Rick, can we talk about the timing of the results here? As there are already reports
out there, I think Axios yesterday reported how the Trump campaign could potentially try to declare victory in a state like Pennsylvania, where mail ballots won't be counted until the polls close. I mean, what should our viewers expect in terms of how these results will begin to arrive, particularly those states



that have too many email ballots to count? I think anyone who cares about the outcome of this election needs to be prepared for this to be controversial, starting when the first vote closes tomorrow. Pennsylvania counts slowly, and has a large amount of mail ballots that will take time to count. So what a lot
of the meteorologists may be telling us tomorrow night is that they can look at the curve - you know, the numbers they have for certain counties and compare that to 2016, and say, well, that might represent that. Let's, for example, say that Biden is voting about four points ahead of Trump because of how
he appeared in those four counties where we can count the votes. But no one should think that a trend on election night that does not have a declared winner will be the result. Because there are differences in who votes early, who votes late. In Pennsylvania, if it's closed, we won't know the results there for
a few days at least. If Pennsylvania isn't closed, it's possible that the Associated Press and the other organizations that make those calls... That's not the official call, but those... you know, they try to tell people what's going on. It's possible that they might say that we're comfortable enough that one
candidate or another is far enough away that we can say that that person probably won... probably won't be the case in Pennsylvania. November 3, 2020 1 min read This morning, Trump scored four major victories in battleground states: Florida, Iowa, Ohio and Texas. As of this morning, the vote count is
Biden 224, Trump 213.There are still a huge amount of votes to be counted in Arizona, Georgia, Michigan, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin. Watch the latest results and analysis from news media and experts here:CBS NewsFox NewsNew York TimesPoliticoRelated: How will biden's tax plan affect your small
businesses? Get accumulated discounts for books you love delivered directly to your inbox. We'll present a different book each week and share exclusive offers you won't find anywhere else. Expand your business knowledge and reach your entrepreneurial potential with the unique benefits of Entrepreneur
Insider. For only $5 per get access to premium content, webinars, an ad-free experience, and more! Plus, enjoy a free 1-year subscription to Entrepreneur magazine. Entrepreneur Store Scans web for the newest software, gadgets &amp; web services. Explore our giveaways, packages, Pay what you want
and more. I was thinking, have any of you looked beyond the third page of new threads and recent posts? I just look through the first three pages or so. I'm just wondering. It's election day. The year is 2020. And Wednesday we can wake up not knowing who will be president in the new year. According to
the U.S. Election Project, 98.7 million Americans have already voted in this year's election as of Monday. That's more than 75% of the total vote in the 2016 election. I hope by the end of the week the U.S. knows who's leading the country in the new year. Many are predicting that Biden is in the best position
to win. If that's the case, Jim Cramer shared the shares he's buying if Biden wins the presidency. Cramer said that no matter who wins, he sees stocks rising under Trump or Biden in the White House.Fisher Investments discussed what the story tells investors about the markets and the election. They also
shared tips for negotiating during the election season. TheStreet compiled an index of the top states to follow in the 2020 presidential elections and the latest voting averages from Real Clear Politics and FiveThirtyEight. Here are some of the latest changes in the Presidential Polls Index.Trump states
improved: Alaska, Iowa, Missouri, NevadaStates Biden Improved: Florida, Georgia, Minnesota, Texas, Wisconsin Presidential Polls Index claims that Trump is projected to win: 6 States Presidential Polls Biden States is projected to win: 10 StatesTheStreet Presidential Polls Index Nov. 3 Edition
Presidential Polls IndexFive Thirty EightState2020 RCP Polling Avg.2016 RCP Polling Avg.2016 Polling ResultAlaskaTrump +8.4%Trump +7.4Trump +15.2ArizonaBiden +0 2.6%Trump +4.0Trump +3.5FloridaBiden +2.5%Trump +0 4Trump +1.2GeorgiaBiden +1.1%Trump +4.8Trump +5.1IowaTrump +
1.5%Trump +3.0Trump +9.5MichiganBiden +8.2%Clinton +3.6Trump +0.3MinnesotaBiden +9.1%Clinton +5.0Clinton +1.5MissouriTrump +9.. 5%Trump +9.5Trump +18.5NevadaBiden +4.1%Trump +0.8Clinton +2.4New HampshireBiden +10.6%Clinton +0.3Clinton +8.3North CarolinaBiden +1.9%Trump
+0.8Trump +3.6OhioTrump +0.6%Trump +2.2Trump +8.1 PennsylvaniaBiden +4.9%Clinton +2.1Trump +0.7South CarolinaTrump +7.5%Trump +6.3Trump +14.1TexasTrump +1.5%Trump +11.7Trump +9.0WisconsinBiden +8.3%Clinton +6.5Trump +0.7Will 2020 Be Different Than 2016? If you see any
story or poll shared on social media, you'll see several responses talking about how wrong the researchers were in 2016. Trump's surprising victory in 2016 has cast doubt on all the poll results published in this election cycle. How many states did the average vote miss in 2016? Four, three of the states
went to Trump with Pennsylvania, Michigan and Wisconsin swinging to Trump on The Day of the One state was in favor of Hillary Clinton - Nevada.The states that Biden and Trump are expected to watch closely on Tuesday are Michigan, Pennsylvania Pennsylvania Wisconsin. Winning these states will
probably secure the nomination. There are many races coming in states that are likely to be won by Trump. Florida, Georgia, North Carolina and Texas must be defeated by Trump to secure enough electoral votes. Nate Silver, a researcher at FiveThirtyEight, talked about what Trump's chances are in this
election and whether 2020 is different. Silver said there's still a chance Trump will win this election, but the polls would need to be even more wrong than they were four years ago. Can Biden justify his leadership in polls published before the election or the response guys in each comment section of all
polls are right about all polls being meaningless? American voters will answer that question. Election day is everybody here. Good luck. Luck.
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